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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
August 2018 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

Big month. Although we had few new releases, we’ve 
taken on a new, very talented artist to sell stock art on behalf 
of: Quico Vicens-Picatto. Also, Misfit Studios has obtained 
a license from RPG publisher, RPGObjects, to publish their 
popular Darwin’s World post-apocalyptic setting for the 
Savage Worlds rules. Good times ahead!

Last Month’s Blog

Check out our blog to discover the following (and more) 
published in July:

• Misfit Studios obtains the Darwin’s World license.

• I recount my experiences running a charity bundle.

• A development update on how the first Darwin’s World 
product is coming along.

Misfit Studios in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print prod-
ucts through Lulu. You can also download our most recent 
catalog of print products here.

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game Products

Here is what Misfit Studios released in July of 2018.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.misfit-studios.com/blog/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/darwins-world-savage-worlds-returning/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/charity-bundle-what-i-learned/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/darwins-world-update-july-31-18/
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Christina Stiles Presents: Sharktooth Weapons 
by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9469

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line of 
stock art. It presents three Sharktooth Weapons you can use as mundane or enchanted 
weapons.

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. Both 
are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x 6.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Ryan Sumo Presents: Ruined Bridge

Stock #: MIS9470

This stock art image by Ryan Sumo depicts a Ruined Bridge crumbling in the mid-
dle and spanning a river, at 6 x 4” dimensions. Where does the bridge’s road lead to 
and where does it head? And why has it fallen into such a state of disrepair?

This purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Super Archetypes; Speedster

Stock #: MIS97075

This Super-Powered Savage Worlds RPG release brings you The Speedster Arche-
type. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a hero 
of your own that moves around at incredible speeds. Gamemasters can also use the 
archetype as the basis for quickly building NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Super Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the 
character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/246320?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/246758?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/246528?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/246320?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/246528?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/246758?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
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Eric Lofgren Presents: Ship’s Medic

Stock #: MIS9471

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren presents a stalwart Ship’s Medic. What sort of 
space vessel does this crewman serve on? What is their purpose?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 3 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Super Archetypes; Megamorph

Stock #: MIS97076

This Super-Powered Savage Worlds RPG release brings you The Megamorph Ar-
chetype. This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop a 
hero of your own that is able to grow to enormous heights, increasing their mass as 
they do so. Gamemasters can also use the archetype as the basis for quickly building 
NPC heroes or villains off-the-cuff.

Each Super Archetype presents the basic build, plus ideas for some typical roles the 
character may fill, along with variations you may want to explore.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/247557?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/247638?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/247557?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/247638?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
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Scott Harshbarger Presents: Flaming Skull

Stock #: MIS9472

This stock art piece by Scott Harshbarger presents a Flaming Skull grinning with 
maliciousness.

This image is presented at 5.5 x 7 inches in size.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 
dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Jason Moser Presents: Alien Hybrid

Stock #: MIS9473

This stock art image by Jason Moser reveals an Alien Hybrid that creates a bridge 
between humanity and the aliens. But does the hybrid stand with humanity against this 
extraterrestrial threat or is he yet another enemy to defeat? Presented at 15 x 11” dimen-
sions.

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Quico Vicens-Picatto Presents: 
Drow Sorceress

Stock #: MIS9474

This stock art piece by Quico Vicens-Picatto presents a Drow Sorceress come above 
ground at night. Just what is her intent and what sort of magic will she unleash in the 
wilderness?

This image is presented at 8.5 x 12 inches in size.

This color purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/247888?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248116?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248153?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/247888?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248116?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248153?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
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Earl Geier Presents: Demon Familiar

Stock #: MIS9475

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a hairy, long-clawed Demon Familiar 
with a disconcertingly humanish face. Who does this familiar belong to and what sort of 
foul errand is it undertaking?

The image is 6.6 x 7” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vector 
version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Quico Vicens-Picatto Presents: 
Sorceress Scholar

Stock #: MIS9476

This stock art piece by Quico Vicens-Picatto presents a Sorceress Scholar conjuring 
forth a spell from her (floating) spellbook. What manner of mystic manifestation will she 
bring forth? And against whom?

This image is presented at 5 x 8 inches in size.

This color purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Promotions

Get Strange Brew: Warlock for the Pathfinder RPG at 50% off. Buy It Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.

http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=95b45504ba&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248268?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248304?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248268?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/248304?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=95b45504ba&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=95b45504ba&affiliate_id=34429&src=August2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads-freebies/
http://www.misfit-studios.com

